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Fred Segal on Sunset Boulevard. Image credit: Fred Segal

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

U.S. retailer Fred Segal is joining brand-licensing agency Global Icons, as the latter takes over majority ownership.

Exact terms of the acquisition were not disclosed, with Global Icons now the majority stakeholder of Fred Segal, and
Evolution Media having a minority stake. The new takeover comes before a strategic growth plan for the retailer,
including a new Malibu, CA location, apparel and accessories expansion and other new locations outside of Los
Angeles.

Fred Segal expansion
Global Icons is known for licensing and partnerships with major brands such as Lamborghini, Vespa and even the
iconic Hollywood Sign.

O'Melveny & Myers LLP represented the licensing company in the transaction.

"I was drawn to Fred Segal because despite the industry decline in brick-in-mortar, Fred Segal Sunset remains
exciting and is thriving," said Jeff Lotman, chairman at Global Icons, in a statement. "It's  always changing and
continues to be a destination and a pop culture retail icon that we will further invest in.

"It's  the birthplace of some of our favorite designers and most memorable fashion moments," he said. "I'm
committed to preserving the history and integrity of the company while continuing to evolve the dynamic Fred Segal
brand and experience."
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View this post on Instagram

 

malibu, we're ready for you #sneakpeak #comingsoon @fredsegalmalibu

A post shared by Fred Segal (@fredsegal) on Mar 4, 2019 at 3:31pm PST

Instagram post from Fred Segal

Recently, Fred Segal bridged online and offline shopping with the launch of an experiential pop-up in partnership
with Refinery29, Mastercard and Next Retail Concepts.

At the media brand's 29Rooms installation in Los Angeles, Fred Segal showcased an edit of gifts only available
online. This is the first initiative to leverage Mastercard and Next Retail Concepts' new alliance, which aims to make
online shopping more immersive (see story).

"In 1961, Fred Segal created the original fashion jean, and for almost 60 years, the Fred Segal brand has remained
true to its roots by continuing to be original," said Michael Segal, son of founder Fred Segal, in a statement. "In 1961,
Jeff Lotman was born, perhaps, just a coincidence, but it seems more like fate that he and his company, Global
Icons, would take leadership of the Fred Segal brand. Jeff is  highly respected and uniquely qualified for this role to
take Fred Segal to the next level of national and international expression."
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